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My point

Technology is not a magic bullet



Introduction

A brief history of Information Technology

• blackboard 

• overhead projector 

• television 

• computer



Introduction

What’s wrong with old methods for presenting content?



The Psalms Scroll of Qumran Cave 11



Book of Hours, Valencia, c. 1460



Belles Heures du Duc de Berry 

1408-09 

The Way to Calvary











Introduction

but lectures have barely evolved!



Introduction

not delivery of information

but assimilation of information is key



Introduction

think about educational goals 

before introducing technology



Introduction

What constitutes effective use of technology?

• furthers educational goals 

• facilitates new modes of learning 

• investment commensurate with returns 

• reusable and flexible
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Outline

• Personalizing instruction

• Promoting thinking

• Integrating instruction
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Personalizing instruction

instructor:

busy delivering information

students:

busy taking down information



Personalizing instruction

instructor:

can’t address individual student needs

students:

no time to think



Personalizing instruction

how to move information transfer out of classroom?



Personalizing instruction

how to move information transfer out of classroom?

(so we can focus on assimilating the information)



Personalizing instruction



Personalizing instruction

web-based assignment

on pre-class reading



Personalizing instruction



Personalizing instruction

Benefi ts

• connects names and faces

• prepares students for class 

• “asynchronous” instruction 

• more focused class time





Outline

• Personalizing instruction

• Promoting thinking

• Integrating instruction



Promoting thinking



Peer Instruction:

teach by questioning

Promoting thinking



Peer Instruction:

teach by questioning

(probe & address diffi culties)

Promoting thinking
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Promoting thinking

• no ON/OFF button

• only last “click” counts

• display shows recorded answer

www.TurningTechnologies.com



Promoting thinking

Consider a rectangular metal plate 
with a circular hole in it.



Promoting thinking

Consider a rectangular metal plate 
with a circular hole in it.

When the plate is uniformly heated, 
the diameter of the hole

1. increases.
2. stays the same.
3. decreases.
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Promoting thinking

consider the atoms at the rim of the hole



Promoting thinking

you all got engaged!





Promoting thinking

Benefi ts:

• engages students 

• gets students to collaborate 

• provides real-time feedback



Promoting thinking

Some hurdles:

• fi nding materials

• collecting and managing feedback

• making questions available to students
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• Personalizing instruction
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Integrating instruction



Integrating instruction

• forums

• email

• gradebook

• scheduling and cloning

• workfl ow reminders

and much more!



Integrating instruction

online assessment module

• easy to administer

• easy to implement

• easy results!



Integrating instruction

• Force Concept Inventory

• Conceptual Survey on Electricity and Magnetism

• Lawson’s test for scientifi c reasoning

• Astronomy Diagnostic Test

• Maryland Physics Expectation Test

Available assessment instruments

over 25,000 students tested!



Summary

we need education (not information) technology



Summary

we need education (not information) technology, so as to:

• enable new modes of learning

• help instructor address student needs

• facilitate workfl ow



Summary

Students’ conclusion:

“Professor Mazur is not teaching us anything.

We have to learn it all ourselves.”
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